Hi everyone,

Hope life at home is going well....it may seem strange but I think we all feel like that. As the next few days pass we can carry on getting used to living differently.

Remember, living differently and sticking to these new rules (e.g. only being out by helping with shopping...) is supporting others. It is the way we can all contribute to helping the country and the NHS sort this problem out. It is a way we can all stand together to do something positive. All we have to do is stay at home!

"What can I achieve today?"

I would like you all to keep asking yourself this question over the next week. Let’s make sure that we are focused on doing things and being constructive. Here are some suggestions:

1. Start with your school work - log onto google classroom/ class charts/ e-mail - and make a really positive start. There is loads of stuff you can do and learn even though we are not in the school building.
2. Read a good book - and I really want some examples from people who may not be into reading as much recently just to actually try it and pick up a book. I want to share some of these when we get back to school.
3. Help around the house - tidying/ washing/ cleaning........your parents would love this!
4. The Great Y8 Bingley Bake Off - if you have the ingredients let's bake some cakes (or whatever you can manage) and send me some pics! I would love to show some examples when we are back at school
5. Write a list of things to do - and when you achieve or tick this off the list you will know you have had a really good day...

If anyone needs their class charts code let me know. Make sure you look at your e-mails and keep up to date........learning can take place anywhere - there is tons of stuff you can be doing and learning over the next few weeks.

If you are feeling a bit lonely then phone each other up - talking to someone else will help cheer us up and share what you have been up to.

More from me next week. Look after yourself and those around you,
Mr Booth